MISSION SUPPORT SERVICES

Sustaining mission momentum
A mission’s performance rides on the strength of its strategy.
And this strategy must envelop the entirety of the mission—
it’s programs, its project and its people. TUVA customers
see this at work in our Project Management Office (PMO)
and Technical and Leadership Training services.
Project Management Office (PMO)
When TUVA manages your PMO, we build more than a common set of
practices, principles, templates and data requirements (although these
will always be at the PMO’s core). We’re embedded in your organization
to foster continuous improvement, encourage collaboration between
project professionals and departments, recognize accomplishment,
ensure senior management support and make certain that the mission
is fully understood by all your stakeholders. These are the intangible
business drivers that improve productivity, reduce costs, deliver projects
ahead of schedule and foster a culture of success.

Technical & Leadership Training
TUVA offers a wide array customized business-oriented training courses built
around the unique requirements of each of our customers. Subject matter
ranges from today’s most popular business productivity tools to courses on
leadership, communications, media relations and crisis management.

ABOUT TUVA
Enabling agile, flexible and more responsive government relations
Today’s government and DoD environments are the most complex and
demanding ever. And while they always required the secure and constant
alignment of information technology with business goals, new requirements including WiFi, multimedia, Telepresence, BYOD, interagency
policy development and federated enterprises have made IT and both cyber
and security more interdependent that ever. It is this new environment—
an environment that is driving the most critical operations at today’s most
forward looking agencies—that drives the daily work at TUVA. The result: We
enable our customers better anticipate and manage change, reduce
costs and become more agile and responsive to the organizations and
citizens that they serve.

Contracting advantages
As an SBA certified 8(a) Alaskan Native Corporation (ANC), TUVA offers
customers the following contract advantages:
• Direct negotiated contracts
• No award dollar limits*
• No award protest for sole-source contracts
• Simplified and accelerated procurements
*A J&A is required for sole source awards greater than $22 million.
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